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UMAGE is a Danish word meaning ‘making an effort’, and that’s what we
want to do every day. UMAGE is where beautiful Danish design meets affordability,

high-quality material, and a genuine care for the environment.

Introducing new vibrant and neutral colours for the UMAGE Butterflies hook, allowing you 

to create a space that matches your personal style.  

The Butterflies hook is characterised by its exceptional functionality by keeping your small 

items exactly where you need them. With its two wings designed for hanging jackets and 

scarves, along with its small shelf ideal for holding your keys and wallet, Butterflies is the 

perfect blend of style and convenience. 

Butterflies is now available in a range of new colours that will complement any interior 

setting. Whether you prefer a bold and striking statement or a more subtle and refined look, 

the Butterflies will continue to make an bold design statement wherever it is placed. Opt 

for a bright, vibrant colour with the nuance orange and nuance rose or go for a more subtle 

and refreshing colour like the nuance mist and nuance olive.

The design is versatile and will not only be a functional addition to your space but also a 

captivating design element. Let it spruce up your hallway and keep everything you need 

before running out the door, hang it by your bedside table for your glasses, or place it by 

your desk to have your stationery close at hand. The Butterflies hook is set to transform the 

atmosphere of any style, bringing a spring-like feeling even on the darkest days.
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Name
Butterflies, hook

Designer
Makers With Agendas

Design year
2018

Material
Steel and MDF

Dimensions (H x W x D)
8.5 × 17 × 9.3 cm / 3.3 × 6.7 × 3.7”

Variants / Colours
Mini, nuance mist
Mini, nuance olive
Mini, nuance rose
Mini, nuance orange

Price
24.5 EUR
25 GBP
169 DKK
269 SEK
39.95 USD
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